
EC 58L Topics in Macroeconometrics

Ozan Hatipoglu

Homework 6. Due 12/29/2017 12:00PM. Leave it at my office or in my

mailbox.

Structural VAR, Variance Decomposition and VECM

1) On each of the impulse response function (IRF) graphs you produced

in HW4, write if the effect is significant, and if so, for how many periods by

taking into account how the confidence interval behaves over time.

2) Explain the difference between a standard VAR and structural VAR

based on the treatment of residuals using mathematical notation.

3) Suppose the exchange rate of a currency is closely linked to the percep-

tion of sovereign default risk, a country”s inability to pay off its debt. Let

Xt denote the exchange rate and Rt the default risk. One simple measure of

a country’s sovereign risk is the difference between domestic interest rate, rt

and and a relatively riskless rate, say LIBOR such that Rt = rt−r∗t where r∗t

is the LIBOR. Another way is to measure the budget deficit/ GDP . Set up

and estimate a SVAR model to analyze the empirical relationship between

exchange rate, current account deficit/gdp, budget deficit/gdp and sovereign

risk. Report IRF’s. Report also variance decomposition of sovereign risk

as well as exchange rate. Comment on your results (minimum 200 words).

Include the program code as a separate section. Use the previous links in

previous HWs or search the web for data. You can find LIBOR at

https://fred.stlouisfed.org/series/USD1MTD156N/

4) An inflation targeting emerging central bank has the following dilemma.

While trying to control inflation it might increase interest rate to respond

to positive aggregate demand shocks. But by doing so, it might cause the

local currency to appreciate (because returns to TL assets have increased)

and thereby it might end up causing CA deficit, making future borrowing

https://fred.stlouisfed.org/series/USD1MTD156N/


costlier and at the same time hurting exports and export-based groeth. On

the other hand by reducing inflation, it can improve welfare, investment and

further more by increasing rates it can reduce cost of imported inputs. Set up

a SVAR model including an exchange rate basket, monthly inflation, log of

monthly gdp in real prices, exports/gdp and Turkish central bank policy rate

to analyze the empirical relationship between exchange rates, gdp and and

inflation between 2004.01-2016.11. Using economic intuition, come up with

some identifying relationships. In addition, you can use dummy variables

(you don’t have to )if you think it might improve your model. Report your

identifying restrictions and impulse-response functions with confidence

intervals. Comment on your results(minimum 200 words). Include the pro-

gram code as a separate section. For pre-estimation setup follow these

steps first.

i) Use the previous links in previous HWs or search the web for data.

ii) First calculate monthly GDP (in real prices) using quarterly GDP(in

real prices) and production index using Friedman (1962) method as described

below. You need monthly industrial production index for this exercise. Use

the previous links in previous HWs or search the web for data.

Friedman(1962) method: Note GDP is a flow variable. When reported quarterly, it is

the sum of monthly gdp over three months. Let xi be the the i′th month gdp. Let q1 be

the first quarterly published GDP of a given year. Then q1 = x1 + x2 + x3. Let the mi be

the i′th months industrial production index. Then x2 = m2
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Find the rest using the equations above. Redo the

exercise for all quarters and all years to complete your data set.



iii) Seasonally adjust the GDP, inflation and exchange rate data. Use any

method you prefer.

iv) Make sure your series are stationary, difference when necessary.

v) Use an average rate for the period after TCMB switched to interest

rate band policy

5) (optional) Test for co-integration between exchange rate and sovereign

risk and estimate VECM(q) with linear trend and a constant. Report coin-

tegrating relationships if they exist. Forecast exchange rates for the next

three months.


